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"Wir sind unfreiwillige Versuchskaninchen!"
Windkraft-Betroffene in Massachusettes, USA berichten vor der Behörde über ihre Probleme
mit den Windkraftwerken in der Nachbarschaft in einer Anhörung.
"Es ist störend bei niedrigen Drehzahlen", sagte Drummey. "Es ist unerträglich, bei hohen
Geschwindigkeiten.
Es
treibt die Menschen
aus ihren Häusern
."

“It’s annoying at low speeds,” Drummey said. “It’s intolerable at
high speeds. It drives people out of their houses.”
Drummey went on to call the HMMH report into question, saying that artificially low wind shear
variables had been used, invalidating the model. He also said that the study had been
conducted during nights of low wind, and no data from times of higher winds had been
gathered.

Michael Bahtiarian of Noise Control Engineering, Inc., the firm contracted privately by a group of
abutters, presented his own findings concerning what he called “aerodynamic amplitude
modulation,” which he defined as “the swishing noise” the turbines are known for. Bahtiarian
said that, while MassDEP regulations are based on hourly averages, within a single minute the
noise from the turbines can fluctuate widely, often exceeding the 10-decibel allowance. Also,
the fluctuation itself could be an irritant.

“It’s not only the level, it’s the fluctuation of the sound,” he said.

Asked by Selectman Frietag whether sound barriers similar to those used alongside busy
highways could mitigate the noise from the turbines, Bahtiarian said, “Your barriers would need
to be nearly as high as your turbine, or nearly as high as your house.”

Representatives of Weston & Sampson and Vestas, the consulting and engineering firms which
sited and built the turbines, said there was no evidence that the devices’ noise exceeded
allowable levels, and urged the board to consider the revenue lost by curtailing the turbines’
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use. Currently, the Wind 1 turbine is shut down in wind speeds in excess of 10 meters per
second.

Thomas Mills of Vestas said this was exactly the opposite strategy the town should be pursuing,
and recommended shutting down the turbines in lower wind conditions, in line with the HMMH
study’s findings that this is when their noise rises highest above background levels.

Malcolm Donald, another resident, showed videos depicting light flicker, the strobe-like effect
caused by the continuous blocking and unblocking of sunlight.

“The inside of the house looks like a disco in the mornings,” he said.

Donald went on to assert that the town had originally approached General Electric to construct
the turbines, but that the company had turned those plans down due to its safety guidelines,
which call for a significantly larger setback area than those of Vestas. Due to the possibilities of
the turbines flinging shards of ice in cold conditions, and of the blades themselves flying away
from the turbines in the event of a catastrophic mechanical failure, said Donald, GE considered
many of the homes around the facility, a stretch of Route 28, and the wastewater plant itself, to
fall inside the minimum safe distance.

Susan Hobart, another resident of the area, blamed Vestas’, and the town’s, shorter
setback-distance standards for the problems with the turbines.

“It’s improper turbine siting,” she said. “It’s not how they work, it’s where they are.”

Hobart asserted that wind turbine syndrome was a real phenomenon.

“Every time we go away, we get better,” she said. “It’s a disease, we’ve been given it, and we
can cure it, by going away.”
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Hobart accused town officials of allowing “politics, money, and self-interest” to interfere with
protecting the health and safety of Falmouth citizens, and said firms like Vestas “hide behind the
big green picture.”

More abutters came forward to tell the board about their experiences with the turbines. Opinion
was strongly and universally against the machines as currently sited.

Barry Funfar said, “I can no longer stand even the sight of these out-of-place monoliths,” and
urged the town to “take the things down while you can still resell them.”

Terri Drummey referred to the turbine issues as “the so-called Falmouth Effect,” and described
the difficulty sleeping and concentrating which she said had led to her 10-year-old son’s
declining grades, as well as her daughter’s headaches, and the ringing in her husband’s ears.

“We are the unwilling guinea pigs in your experiment with wind energy,” she said.

The board is scheduled to hear further testimony from those affected by the turbines at its July
11 meeting.
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